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The objective of the Bundespost operation is to close 
down the European Labor Party by cutting all inter
national communication, at the very point that the 
party's own analysis of Israel's role in directing inter
national terrorism closely intersects that of networks 
in the West European intelligence community who 
have exposed Israeli intelligence's fingertip direction 
of the Baader-Meinhof gang. 

In France, the national Anti-Defamation League 
affiliate, LICA has conducted a daily surveillance and 
harassment campaign against members of the ELP in 
Paris. ELP members have received telephone death 
threats and have been physically attacked by 
psychotic LICA footsoldiers calling the ELP "anti
Semitic." On Aug. 19, the French leftist paper Le 

Nouvel Observateur slandered the U.S. Labor Party 
as an "extreme right sect," and complained that it is 
"ferociously fighting against ecology." 

The source of the marching orders of this inter
national campaign has been directly traced to the 
offices of the Anti-Defamation League's "Fact 

Finding Division" in New York, the same division 
which has terrorized Jewish communities for over 20 

years by funding and creating synthetic Nazi groups. 
This is the same ADL whose leading member, Arnold 
Forstner, was once arrested for painting swastikas on 
synagogues as part of this shakedown operation. (For 
a full report on the ADL's operations, see our Aug. 7-

13,1978 issue, Vol. V, No. 30.) 

Now the ADL in New York circulated an anonymous 
White Paper accusing the USLP and affiliated organ
izations of "anti-Semitic overtones." But the real 
concern of the ADL centers on what its White Paper 
describes as the three main proposals of the USLP -
which in fact represent the greatest threat to the 
physical and financial hegemony of the Black 
Guelphs: 

"I) Establishment of a so-called International Develop
ment Bank; 2) The use of nuclear and especially fusion 
power to advance technological development; 3) a so
called 'Grand Design' envisioning economic cooperation 
and broad working relationships among the U.S., 
France, German, and the USSR .. . ' 

"New Solidarity (the newspaper of the U.S. Labor 
Party - ed.) contends with monotonous regularity, that 
economic development. and peace will be halted if the 
conspirators have their way and 'unleash' war in the 
Middle East or 'assassinate LaRouche ... ' 

To stop the Labor Parties, the Zionists are going full 
tilt with operations that involve the terrorist networks 
of the Institute for Policy Studies and Philip Agee's 
British-inspired "anti-CIA" network. 

To mobilize the "leftist" terrorist gangs for attacks 
against the Labor Party, the Los Angeles office of the 
ADL leaked its latest slander to the Berkeley Barb, a 
drug-advocating counterculture newspaper in 
Berkeley, California which has served as an "above
ground" communications source for terrorists like the 

California-based New World Liberation Front. The 
Barb's story, titled "Right Wing Terror in 
California?" quoted ADL Los Angeles head David 

Lehrer at length. The same issue, devoted to 
terrorism, carried articles interviewing an above
ground member of the NWLF and" A Lesson from the 
Red Brigades. " 

The Barb article states: 

As the Nazis and the KKK try to gain some undeserved 
legitimacy, the mantle of reactionary thuggery has 
recently passed to - the National Caucus of Labor 
Committees (founding group of the U.S. Labor 

Party) ... many charged that the NCLC was itself a CIA or 
police front .... Most recently. according to Lehrer of the 
ADL. the NCLC has 'formed a coalition with the most 
virulent right wing groups in California.' 

On August 24, Paul Grabowicz, the author of the 
Berkeley Barb article and a correspondent for the 
Institute for Policy Studies-related New Times 
contacted the USLP national headquarters to 
announce that New Times was planning a feature-
length slander on the USLP. 

' 

Knights of St . John 
Plan Suit against USLP 

According to banking sources in Europe, the 
Order of St. John of Jerusalem, Rhodes and Malta 
is planning to undertake financial warfare against 
the European Labor Party following Labor Party 
exposes of the Order's attempts to capture the 
papacy and its participation in international 
terrorist networks. 

According to these sources, a more than $1 billion 
legal suit is planned. The extraordinary action is 
primarily motivated by the Order's anticipated 
recapture of the papacy following the death of Pope 

Paul VI. 

Although the material and information 
disseminated by the European Labor Party and the 
U.S. Labor Party on the Order was obtained from 
the public record, including the publications of the 
Order itself, the latter view the exposure of their 
networks as responsible for destroying their plans 
to recapture the papacy. 

The Order and the black nobility tied to it are the 

political backers and allies of Monsignor Lefebvre, 
a sworn enemy of the Vatican and of Paul VI. 
Furthermore, the action against the ELP in the 
form of a suit or other financial warfare is being 
pushed by order of St. John members directly 
linked to Lazard Freres bank, a central institution 
in London, New York, and Paris in the operations of 
the Black Oligarchy. 
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